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Due to measurement constraints, our knowledge of short- and long-term dynamics of spatial soil water content
(SWC) patterns at the small catchment scale has reached an impasse in recent years. The wireless sensor network
technique has the potential to continuously monitor SWC fields with high spatial and temporal resolution and
coverage, i.e. to detect seasonal and event-scale changes in SWC patterns. This research aims to examine seasonal
and event-scale spatial SWC dynamics in the top- and subsoil throughout the small spruce covered TERENO test
site Wüstebach, Germany, using highly detailed four-dimensional data from the wireless sensor network system
SoilNet developed at Forschungszentrum Jülich and univariate and geostatistical methods.
We found high variation of spatial SWC patterns in the topsoil as response to climate forcing, whereas in the
subsoil, temporal dynamics were diminished due to soil water redistribution processes and root water uptake.
The relationship between topsoil SWC variability and mean soil water content (STD(MSWC)) showed a ‘convex
parabolic shape’ as it is typical under temperate climate conditions. Observed scattering in topsoil STD(MSWC)
in the intermediate SWC state was explained by seasonal and event-scale STD(MSWC) dynamics, possibly
involving hysteresis at both time scales. Clockwise hysteretic STD(MSWC) dynamics at the event-scale were
generated under moderate SWC conditions after precipitation events that rapidly wet the topsoil and in which
SWC variability is mainly controlled by spruce throughfall patterns. This hysteretic effect was increased by
larger precipitation magnitude, reduced root water uptake and high groundwater level. Intense precipitation on
dry antecedent topsoil abruptly increased STD but only marginal increased SWC. This was due to different soil
rewetting behaviour in drier upslope areas (hydrophobicity and preferential flow caused minor topsoil recharge)
compared to the moderately wet valley bottom (topsoil water storage) leading to a more spatially organized
pattern. Our work demonstrated that the wireless sensor network SoilNet is able to capture both short-term and
long-term SWC dynamics of spatial SWC patterns. The SWC patterns in the test site varied with depth, catchment
wetness, seasonally and in single wetting and drying periods controlled by multiple factors like soil properties,
topography, climate forcing, antecedent catchment wetness, vegetation and groundwater.


